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Item Description Start price

4 Brand: HONDA
Model: MONKEY 50 A
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1970
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 8832
Chassis number: Z50A-268134
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Red
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / runs / average 
fork wear / light tire wear / front brake to be 
overhauled / exhaust + carburettor + electricity 
ok / light oxidation / to restore.
Additional Information: Japanese Registration 
Certificate
English translation
French customs document 846A
French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

We find the Monkey in its second road version: 
the Z50 A.
Equipped with a mechanical front fork, 8-inch 
wheels and a folding handlebar, this Monkey 
retains the good looks and practicality that made 
it so successful.
It works well and has 8832 km.
Slightly oxidized, however, it will have to be 
overhauled, starting with the front brake.
The A-series representatives are becoming rare 

875€
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and their price is increasing, take advantage of 
them!
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

5 Brand: HONDA
Model: GORILLA 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1978
Fuel gasoline
Chassis number: Z50J-103625
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: White
Number of keys: 2
Other options: starts / does not run / moderate 
fork wear / heavy tire wear / brakes + exhaust + 
carburettor + elec OK / light oxidation / to be 
overhauled + carburettor to clean".
Additional Information: Japanese Registration 
Certificate
English translation
French customs document 846A
French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

500€
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Honda's recipe for an adult toy: take a Monkey, 
increase the tank capacity, change the seat and 
handlebars, add some racks, and you get a Gorilla
50.
Slightly oxidized and with 3915 km, this 1978 
model will need a carburettor cleaning as well as 
a service.
Ideal for the back of a motorhome, it will be the 
ingredient of your successful summer
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

7 Brand: HONDA
Model: MONKEY 50 R
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1991
Fuel gasoline
Chassis number: AB02-1000163
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Semi-automatic transmission
Exterior colour: White
Number of keys: 0
Other options: No speedometer / start / engine OK
/ runs / normal fork wear / normal tire wear / 
brakes + exhaust + carburettor + electronics OK /
light oxidation on rims / to be overhauled
Additional Information: Japanese Registration 
Certificate
English translation
French customs document 846A
French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 

625€
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registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

After devising several road versions, Honda offers 
its star, the Monkey 50, an all-terrain version: the 
Monkey Z50 R.
Equipped with a semi-automatic transmission and 
studded tires, this Monkey cross is a fun machine 
to introduce young people to two-wheelers.
Adults will see it as an ally for a good laugh.
Slightly oxidized on the rims and in need of 
overhaul, this Z 50 R is nevertheless in good 
aesthetic and mechanical condition.
It's up to you
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

9 Brand: HONDA
Model: TLR 200
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1983
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 7731
Chassis number: MD031017878
Motorcycle Type: Motorcycle
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: White
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / does not run / 
light fork wear / normal tire wear / brakes + 
exhaust + carburettor + elec OK / light oxidation /
carburettor cleaning + maintenance

625€
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Additional Information: Japanese Registration 
Certificate
English translation
French customs document 846A
French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

In the world of trials, the TLR 200 is a best-seller.
Reliability of the 4-stroke engine, pleasant lines, 
practical safety equipment for the training field: 
the Honda offers many advantages.
With 7,731 km, this slightly oxidized TLR will run 
even better after the overhaul and cleaning of its 
carburetion.
A nice machine waiting for you to cover it with 
mud
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1
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10 Brand: HONDA
Model: XLS 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1980
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 1315
Chassis number: AD03-1002913
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Red
Number of keys: 1
Other options: 1315 km / start / engine OK / runs /
average fork wear / average tire wear / front 
brake needs overhaul / exhaust + carburettor + 
electrics OK / fuel tank in good condition / 
maintenance needed
Additional Information: Japanese Registration 
Certificate
English translation
French customs document 846A
French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

The XLS is a cute 50cc mini trailer that you can 
take anywhere in all weather conditions.
Introduced in 1980 and with 1315 km, it starts 
easily and its tank is in good condition for its age.
An overhaul will bring it back to full capacity; 
special attention should be paid to the front 
brake.
At Honda you don't need a big engine to feel like 
you're getting wings
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 

425€
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additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

11 Brand: HONDA
Model: DAX 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1979
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 16219
Chassis number: ST506343652
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: not used
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / runs / average 
fork wear / tire wear normal / brakes + 
carburettor + electrical OK / exhaust leaks / light 
oxidation / serviceable
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

A competitor of the Yamaha Chappy, we find here 
our "dachshund" in its 50cc foot gear version with
clutch.
With a total of 16,219 km and slightly oxidized, 
the 4-stroke engine of this model works well.
Overall, it needs an overhaul before it gets back 
on the road, and you can give the exhaust a little 

600€
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restoration.
Fun and reliable, a great companion
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

12 Brand: YAMAHA
Model: CHAPPY 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1977
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 11820
Chassis number: 439821587
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Green
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / does not drive / 
average fork wear
fork / average tire wear / brakes + exhaust + 
carburetor + elec OK / light oxidation / major 
overhaul / fuel tap defective
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

We find the Yamaha Chappy, presented here in its

250€
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50 cc version with foot gear without clutch.
After replacing the fuel tap, you can easily 
overhaul this type 439, parts for the 2-stroke 
engine are easy to find. It has a total mileage of 
11819 km.
 You can also be tempted by the countless 
customization options.
A certain value, to keep... or to pass on
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

13 Brand: HONDA
Model: DAX 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1980
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 3581
Chassis number: ST50524119
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Red
Number of keys: 1
Other options: 3581 km / start / engine OK / does 
not run / normal fork wear / normal tire wear /
brakes and electronics to be checked / exhaust + 
carburettor ok / medium oxidation / to be restored
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 

575€
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this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

A competitor of the Yamaha Chappy, we find here 
our "dachshund" in its 50cc version with foot-
operated gears without clutch.
With a total of 3581 km and heavily oxidized, the 
4-stroke engine of this example works well.
In general, it must be restored (superficial 
oxidation) before it can be put back on the road, 
and the brakes and electrical function checked.
Fun and reliable, a great companion
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
Vehicle damage description: Steering wheel 
rusted through
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

14 Brand: SUZUKIA
Model: RV 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1972
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 16492
Chassis number: RV5026078
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Blue
Number of keys: 3
Other options: start / engine OK / runs / normal 
fork wear / light tire wear / brakes + exhaust + 
carburettor + electrics OK / serviceable
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 

400€
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and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

The trade name "VanVan" often makes people 
forget that this Suzuki is an "RV" for "recreational 
vehicle".
Designed for leisure with its large balloon tires, 
the RV VanVan is ultra versatile.
With 16,491 miles, the 50cc RV we bring to you 
works well, but will need to be serviced before 
hitting the road...or the sand.
It's time to play
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

15 Brand: SUZUKIA
Model: RB 50 GAG
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1986
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 11
Chassis number: LA41A102338
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / runs / normal 
fork wear / normal tire wear / brakes + exhaust + 
carburettor + elec OK / needs to be serviced / rear
cover cracked
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

875€
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All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

The second mini-sport bike in this sale, the Suzuki
GAG 50 is a real head turner.
A real GSX-R in reduction, the one we offer has 
withstood the years well despite a small tear in 
the tailgate.
This engine works and has only 10 km on the 
clock.
Before returning to the karting circuits, it will need
a mechanical overhaul, nothing serious 
considering the size of the machine.
Ideal for perfecting your routes
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

16 Brand: HONDA
Model: NSR 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1988
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 3418
Chassis number: AC101004387
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Red
Number of keys: 2
Other options: start / engine OK / runs after 
service / normal fork wear / new tires / brakes + 

1.125€
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exhaust OK / carburettor to be cleaned / electrical 
check / no oxidation / tank pierced on the right / 
spy seals to do
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

Equipped with a 2-stroke single-cylinder engine, 
this 50cc sports version leaves no one indifferent.
You will have to restore this model with 3418 km: 
cleaning carburetor, spying seals and electricity.
Note that the fuel tank is slightly punctured on 
the right side.
In working condition, this NSR 50 is a good basis 
for anyone who wants to build a small car.
Small but strong
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

18 Brand: HONDA
Model: DAX 70
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1969
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 15288
Chassis number: ST70514640

675€
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Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Semi-automatic transmission
Exterior colour: Brown
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / runs / normal 
fork wear / average fork wear / brakes + echapp 
+ carburettor + elec OK / light oxidation / needs 
to be serviced
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

Neither motorcycle nor scooter, the Dax has a 
special place in the motorcycling legend.
This charming Dachshund ("Dachshund", in 
German) is designed to follow you around town or
country.
It will be waiting for you at the bottom of your 
house or attached to the back of your motorhome.
The model we offer has 15288 km and the gears 
are foot operated without clutch. It is slightly 
oxidized and works well, but needs a service 
before hitting the road.
Trying is adopting!
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1
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19 Brand: PIAGGIO
Model: VESPA 50s
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1979
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 6093
Chassis number: V5SA1T147916
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Displacement cc: 50
Exterior colour: White
Number of keys: 0
Other options: start / engine OK / does not run / 
fork wear moderate / tire wear moderate / brakes 
+ carburettor to overhaul / exhaust and electrics 
OK / medium oxidation / to be restored
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

Piaggio's bestseller is no longer in the spotlight.
An absolute symbol of the post-war Dolce Vita, 
this mythical scooter still roams the streets with 
its distinctive sound.
With 6093 km and in working condition, you will 
enjoy the maintenance of this model, especially 
the brakes and the carburetion.
Spare parts are readily available and the options 
for customization are numerous.
Just as comfortable in the city as on the Amalfi 
Coast: andiamo
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
condition: Used

450€
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Quantity: 1

20 Brand: YAMAHA
Model: YSR 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1986
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 1642
Chassis number: 2AL017162
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Red
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / normal fork 
wear / light tire wear / brakes + echapp + 
carburettor + elec OK / no oxidation / gearbox 
replaced
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

The YSR 50 is Yamaha's answer to the Suzuki 
GAG.
The model we offer you has 1642 km.
In good mechanical and aesthetic condition, a 
service will be enough to get it back on the 
vibrators... or on the roads near you.
It has everything to become a great bike
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 

950€
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consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

21 Brand: SUZUKIA
Model: RV 90
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1973
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 1780
Chassis number: RV9064675
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Blue
Number of keys: 0
Other options: start / engine OK / does not run / 
light fork wear / heavy tire wear / brakes + 
exhaust + carburettor + elec OK / light oxidation /
throttle cable needs to be replaced and tires worn
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

We are back with our "Recreational Vehicle", 
presented here in a 90cc version.
The increased power compared to its small 50 cc 
brother makes it all the more versatile.
But the recipe for success is the same: 
comfortable saddle, balloon tires, reliability.
With 1780 km, this bike needs a new throttle 
cable and new tires.
It is in good condition and only needs a 

400€
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mechanical overhaul to reach 100% of its 
capacity.
Put a VanVan in your van
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

23 Brand: HONDA
Model: RTL 250
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1992
Fuel gasoline
Chassis Number: TRL280RF9810120
Motorcycle Type: Motorcycle
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Red
Number of keys: 0
Other options: no gauge / starts / runs after 
maintenance / normal fork wear / light tire wear / 
bleed brakes / missing muffler collar / carburettor 
OK / light oxidation / needs overhaul
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

In the world of trials, the TLR 200 is a best-seller.
Reliability typical of the brand, pleasant lines, 
practical safety equipment to get to the training 
field: the Honda offers many assets.
This TLR, with 12775 km, is slightly oxidized and 

600€
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needs a check of the rear brake and the usual 
service.
Rediscover the joy of trial riding the old-fashioned 
way
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

26 Brand: YAMAHA
Model: TY 175
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1980
Fuel gasoline
Chassis number: 525224482
Motorcycle Type: Motorcycle
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: White
Number of keys: 0
Other options: no speedometer / start / 
maintenance needed / light fork wear / moderate 
tire wear / brakes and electronics to be checked / 
oxidized exhaust / oxidation / valve inoperative / 
needs repair
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

425€
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At Yamaha, as is often the case with the brand 
with the three tuning forks, the trial sport is a two-
stroke sport.
This TY 175 type 525 will have to undergo a 
global mechanical restoration: including the 
brakes and wiring harness.
It is affected by oxidation and will also need a 
general cosmetic restoration.
But the recognizable sound of its exhaust testifies
to the operation of the engine.
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

27 Brand: SUZUKIA
Model: TS 90
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1975
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 7178
Chassis number: TS90426797
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: Red
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / maintainable / 
moderate fork wear / light tire wear / brakes + 
carburettor OK / oxidation on exhaust / electronics
to overhaul / superficial oxidation / indicators + 
wiring harness to replace / repair
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 

625€
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certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

The Suzuki TS 90 is a beautiful mini trail, 
immediately recognizable by its clean lines and 
curved exhaust.
With a total of 7178 km, the model presented 
here will require cosmetic and mechanical 
restoration, in particular the electrical operation.
The reliable and hard-working engine will also 
take some time before it is fully operational.
A charming machine on the border between trail 
and trial
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

28 Brand: HONDA
Model: DAX 70
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1975
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 9524
Chassis number: ST705016513
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission
Exterior colour: White
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / engine OK / runs / normal 
fork wear / normal tire wear / brakes + exhaust + 
carburettor + elec OK / to be overhauled
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

625€
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All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

Neither motorcycle nor scooter, the Dax has a 
special place in the motorcycling legend.
This charming Dachshund ("Teckel", in German) is
designed to follow you around town or country.
It will be waiting for you at the bottom of your 
house or attached to the back of your motorhome.
The one we offer, with foot gear and clutch, has 
9524 km and has a slight tear in the seat.
It is in good condition, but should be serviced 
before returning to the road.
To try is to adopt
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1

30 Brand: SUZUKIA
Model: SCRAMBLER 50
Year of manufacture (yyyy): 1
First registration (dd/mm/yyyy): 01/01/1970
Fuel gasoline
Odometer reading (kms): 14201
Chassis number: A50110945
Motorcycle type: Moped
Transmission: Manual transmission

625€
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Exterior colour: Orange
Number of keys: 1
Other options: start / won't run / average fork 
wear / normal tire wear / brakes
average fork wear / normal tire wear / brakes +
exhaust + carburettor + elec OK / medium 
oxidation / to be overhauled
Additional Information: French Transfer Certificate

All vehicles are sold in the condition they are in 
and with the documents that the Auctim Partner 
has available and stated on its website in the lot 
description. The consequences of the lack of 
certain documents (certificate of conformity, 
registration certificate, etc.) must be assessed by 
the buyers and they bear full responsibility for 
this. The Auctim Partner does not accept any 
liability with regard to the documents of the 
auctioned vehicles.

Rare and beautiful, the Suzuki Scrambler 50 
always stands out, especially in its shimmering 
orange color.
He has 14200 km.
In order to be at 100% capacity, with this working 
example you should pay attention to its engine 
and the traces of oxidation that have appeared 
since its introduction in 1970.
Complete and original, this is the next gold 
nugget in your 50cc collection
Registration certificate: Not present, see 
additional information
Certificate of Conformity: Not present, see 
additional information
Visible vehicle damage: Yes, you can always 
consult the photo report for a detailed overview of
the visible damage.
condition: Used
Quantity: 1
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